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QUESTION 1

Which two pain points are the most common for container technology adoption? (Choose two) 

A. Performance 

B. Security 

C. Cost 

D. Container deployment 

E. Skilled staff 

F. Compliance 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

Company XYZ asks for design recommendations for Layer 2 redundancy. The company wants to prioritize fast
convergence and resiliency elements. In the design. Which two technologies are recommended? (Choose two.) 

A. Design MLAG/MC-LAG into the network wherever possible. 

B. Configure DHCP snooping on the switches. 

C. Use root guard. 

D. Use BPDU guard. 

E. Use UniDirectional Link Detection. 

Correct Answer: AC 

UDLD is not related at all. 

Root guard help for root election faster. 

This question is simular with Q111. 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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This network is running EIGRP as the routing protocol and the internal networks are being advertised in EIGRP. Based
on the link speeds, all traffic between London and Rome is getting propagated via Barcelona and the direct link between
London and Rome is not being utilized under normal working circumstances. The EIGRP design should allow for
efficiency in the routing table by minimizing the routes being exchanged. The link between London and Rome should be
utilized for specific routes. Which two steps accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure EIGRP route summarization on all the interfaces to summarize the internal LAN routes 

B. Filter the routes on the link between London and Barcelona 

C. Filter the routes on the link between London and Rome 

D. Configure route leaking of summary routes on the link between London and Rome 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Customer XYZ network consists of an MPLS core. IS-IS running as IGP a pair of BGP route reflectors for route
propagation, and a few dozens of MPLS-TE tunnels for specific tactical traffic engineering requirements. The
customer\\'s engineering department has some questions about the use of the Overload Bit in the IS-IS networks and
how it could be used to improve their current network design. Which two concepts about the Overload Bit are true?
(Choose two.) 
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A. It can be set on a router during the startup process for a fixed period of time 

B. Networks advertised within the LSPs of the respective node will become unreachable 

C. It forces the midpoint MPLS-TE node to reoptimize the primary tunnels going through the OL node. 

D. It can be set on a router until other interacting protocols have signaled convergence. 

E. It is not recommended on BGP Route Reflectors 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which impact of using three or more ABRs between the backbone area and area 1 is true? 
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A. In a large-scale network LSA replication by all ABRs can cause serious scalability issues 

B. Multiple ABRs reduce the CPU processing on each A6R due to splitting prefix advertisement 

C. In a large-scale network multiple ABRs can create microloops. 

D. Prefixes from the non-backbone area are advertised by one ABR to the backbone 

Correct Answer: A 
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